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"As the noose tightens around the rebellion's neck, Orchid arrives at an enemy-controlled outpost rife with
debauchery, sin, and soldiers eager to get their hands on the runaway and her companions. Opal's expertise in
the department of violence and Orchid's streetwise instincts come in handy but can only take them so far, as
a threat from Orchid's past catches up with her and threatens to bring their tiny crusade to an end. Each issue
is accompanied by an original song by Tom Morello. Issue #1 sold out! ""Tom Morello brings class
consciousness to comics with Orchid.""Rolling Stone"
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From reader reviews:

Jack Johnson:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to prepare your time to do the important work, like
looking for your favorite reserve and reading a publication. Beside you can solve your problem; you can add
your knowledge by the publication entitled Orchid #5. Try to stumble through book Orchid #5 as your close
friend. It means that it can being your friend when you sense alone and beside regarding course make you
smarter than in the past. Yeah, it is very fortuned for you. The book makes you much more confidence
because you can know every thing by the book. So , let me make new experience and knowledge with this
book.

Joel Barnhardt:

Reading a guide can be one of a lot of task that everyone in the world enjoys. Do you like reading book thus.
There are a lot of reasons why people love it. First reading a reserve will give you a lot of new info. When
you read a reserve you will get new information because book is one of a number of ways to share the
information as well as their idea. Second, looking at a book will make a person more imaginative. When you
reading a book especially hype book the author will bring you to definitely imagine the story how the people
do it anything. Third, you could share your knowledge to other people. When you read this Orchid #5, it is
possible to tells your family, friends along with soon about yours guide. Your knowledge can inspire
different ones, make them reading a guide.

Ernie Fleishman:

Would you one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt while you are in the book store? Aim to
pick one book that you just dont know the inside because don't ascertain book by its deal with may doesn't
work at this point is difficult job because you are frightened that the inside maybe not as fantastic as in the
outside appearance likes. Maybe you answer might be Orchid #5 why because the amazing cover that make
you consider concerning the content will not disappoint you actually. The inside or content is fantastic as the
outside or even cover. Your reading sixth sense will directly guide you to pick up this book.

Lauren Smith:

In this particular era which is the greater individual or who has ability in doing something more are more
precious than other. Do you want to become certainly one of it? It is just simple method to have that. What
you should do is just spending your time almost no but quite enough to experience a look at some books.
One of several books in the top checklist in your reading list is actually Orchid #5. This book which can be
qualified as The Hungry Slopes can get you closer in turning into precious person. By looking right up and
review this publication you can get many advantages.
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